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Abstract 

A Contemporary Management with modern education is a great reflection of a chaining 

education in this world. It has a high value on the platform of management with the education 

industry. Education at each level of Management is responsible for using resources effectively. 

Contemporary Management is having continued beneficially effect on Education with planning, 

leading, organizing and controlling operations to achieve Modern education goals. Management 

tools should be used in a continues workforce with great opportunities and challenges in 

education. Therefore, Contemporary management needs to spread in the way to adapt modern 

education successfully. 
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Introduction  

Modern Education is the imparting and acquiring of knowledge through contemporary 

management and learning, especially at different levels with planning, leading and controlling. 

The Modern educational processes involved sharing information, skills of science and 

technology, new ideas, creativity, fun activities and innovation with a new platform of leading 

and learning. Contemporary management developed with modern education to change the 



system with technology at different levels of working in different organizations. As the needs of 

the organization are changing, they are moving forward to applying Contemporary management 

with the modern education system of learning and applying the changes for effective working. 

And this change should be accepted by the organization easily (1). 

The “contemporary management” indicates the relation to the present and the latest development 

of trends in the sphere of modern education. It means that the person who is involved in 

contemporary management should be aware of the recent working ideas and organize the 

changes in education. Modern managers should be flexible and extensible so that they are ready 

to incorporate the newest developments in practice. The concept is having a great effect on 

education and management (2, 3). 

 

Objective  

The aim and objective of modern education with contemporary management are to create 

effective learning with the development of planning, organizing,  leading and full controlling 

within the management  Creating, enhancing and maintaining a positive image of the 

organization to showing the effective working and a co-operative channel with techno and 

environment-friendly education and contemporary management. 

 

Assessment Cycle: Methods using in management according education   

 



 

       Figure 1.1  

Impact  

There is a positive association between contemporary management and Modern Education. It’s 

directly reflected towards performances and practices of operations and targets the actual work 

done. It is very easier to learn and do new things in management through the modern process 

chain. Organizations are learning and leading with new concepts of working by using TQM, ERP 

and EMS kinds of Modern concepts. 

Conclusion 

At the center of this evaluation is the importance of individual organizations to educate with new 

things and it has a great reflection on changing the education environment of the Management. 
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That change will require learning opportunities smooth working of the organization to growth 

and development of Management employees as well as better utilization of resources and 

manpower. Contemporary Management has a great effect on modern education to plan, lead, 

organize and control operations to work hard and archive perfect goals of Management. 
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